
APPELLATE CITIL. u
________  January, 20._

Before Sir Eenry Biahards, Knight, Chief Justice, â nd Justice Sir Pramada
Charan Banerji.

J A W A H IR  M A L  ahd oth ebb (P la ik t ifs ’s) v. IN D O M A H  and o th b eb  
(D efem d ak ts).*

Act Wo. I V  o f  1882 fTransfer of Property Ad), sections 58 and 100—Construction 
of document-—Mortgage—Chargs.

k  deed comnienoed by reciting tliat tha executanfe had borrowed a certain 
sum of money from certain persons, and then proceeded to refer to a certain 
share in a property, and finally there was a clause by which the executant 
undertook that until repayment; of the amount ha would not transfer tha pro
perty by sale, mortgage, gift or in any other way, but there was in no paifc of the 
document any expression conveying the idea of mortgage or hypothecation, 
nor was there any reference to any right of sale in the property.

E M  by Richaeds, 0. J., that^t was the intention of the parties to make 
the progei'ty mentioned therein security for the loan and interest and that the 
document created a charge within the meaning of section 100 of the Transfer of 
Property Act, 1882. But as there was no transfer of any interest, for the 
purposes of securing the loan in the property mentioned in the deed, it was 
not a simple mortgage within the meaning of section 58.

Per Banbeji, 3 ,^contra. The intention was that the persons who had 
lent the money should have a right to realize their money from the property by 
causing it to be sold. The document was therefore a simple mortgage v/ithin 
the meaning of seotion 58 of the Transfer of Property Act. M ariifir. Fnrsram  
(1 ) referred to.

This was a suifc for sale upon a document which the plaintiffs 
put forward as a mortgage.

One Chandhri Raj Kumar borrowed money in 1884 and execut» 
ed a ddcumenfc, the following clauses of which are material.

‘ (1 ) I have borrowed the sum of Bs. 1,000, half.of which is Ss. 600, out of 
20 biswas mmindari in Eankauli, pargana Bhojpur,—a one*third samindari 
share is owned by me—from Lalas Baldeo Daa and Shiv Dat Rai—and haye 
brought it to my use.

(2) I will not tranafsE this property by wsy of sab, irnorf;jrtp orgift, rff.-;., 
so long as I do not repay this loan and if I <-io 'ihc i sLu'-i i)r, void.’

Eaj Kumar died, and a suit was instituted on the 6th of Aug
ust, 1910, for sale by the representatives of the creditor against his 
heirs and subsequent transferees of the property. The defence, so 
far as is material for this report, was that the document created no 
hypothecation or pledge of the property and that there was no 
mortgage v̂hich could be enforced. The suit having been brought

* First Appeal No. 69 of ;if»12 from a decreo of Gatiri Shankar, Subordinate 
Judge of Farsukhabad, dated tha 7th of .November, 1911.

(1) 3H.-W. P.. H, 0, 186?, p, i S i
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1914 more than twelve years after the execution of the deed was barred by 
limitation. The plaintiffs alleged that section 31 of the Limitation 
Act, 1908, had extended the period of limitation to the 1st of 
August, 1910, and the suit Was thus within time. The court below 
held that the transaction did not amount to a mortgage, but at the 
best created a charge, and that section 31 of the Limitation Act 
had not extended the period of limitation in favour of a charge
holder. It, therefore, dismissed the suit. The plaintiffs appealed 
to the High Court.

Munshi Gulzari Lai (with him Babu Lalit Mohan Banerij), 
for the plaintiffs :—

A  mortgage creates a right in favour of the mortgagee to sell 
the property and this power may be given by implication. The 
deed in question does not expressly give such a power, but the 
debtor promises not to transfer the property so long as the debt is 
not paid. It is, therefore, a simple mortgage as defined in clause(̂ 6  ̂
of section 58 of the Transfer of Property Act. In the case of a simple 
mortgage there need not be any transfer of proprietary rights ; Sri 
Baja Fapamma Mao v. Sri Vira Pratapa 3 -  V. Ramachandra 
Earn (1). In the document in suit the property is secured for 
payment of a debt, and I submit it was not necessary to add a further 
stipulation that an interest in the property was transferred. There 
is a creation of right to have the property sold and it amounted to a 
mortgage. See the dissentient judgement of M ahmood, J., in 
Gfopal Fandey v. Parsotam Das (2). No particular words are 
necessary to create a mortgage. Intention to secure the property is 
enough; Martin v. Pursram (3), Kishan Lai v. Qanga Bam  (4), 

A distinction has been drawn between a charge and a mortgage. 
A  simple mortgage has to satisfy two requirements 
(1) There must be a covenant to repay, and (2) an express or 

implied covenant that in the event of non-payment the 
mortgagee may have a power to sell the property 
through the court; Shib Lai v. Qanga Prasad (5), 
Sheoratan Kuar v. Mahijpal Kuar (6), Govinda 
Ohandra Pal v. Bwarlca Nath Pal (I).

(1) (1896) I. L. B., 19 Mad,, 249. (4) (1890) I. Ii. B., 13 All., 28.
(2) (1882) I. L. B., 5 All, 121 at 138. (5) (1884) I. L. E„ 6 AIL, 551..
S) N.-W.P,, H. 0. lop., 1867,124. (6) (1884) I. L. B., 7 All., 25a

(7) (1908) I. L. B„ 85 Oalo., 837,
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I  submit that the transaction in this case amounts to 
a mortgage, and the suit, therefore, is not barxed by limitation, 
having been brought within the time extended by section 31 of the 
Limitation Act.

Dr. Satish Chandra Banerjif for the respondents :—
The only question is about the proper construction to be placed 

on the so-called mortgage-deed. There are no words assigning any 
right to the mortgagee, and unless there is a transfer of an interest 
in the property there can be no mortgage. The document must 
be construed as it stands, no words can be added to it. I f  there 
was a mistake, the plaintiff’s obvious remedy was to get it rectified 
or reformed. The Transfer of Property Act has now laid down that 
there can be no mortgage unless an interest is transferred in 
favour of the mortgagee by way of security for purposes defined. 
There is a distinction between an English mortgage and a simple 
mortgage, inasmuch as the English mortgagee can sell without the 
help of the court, whereas the simple mortgagee has to ask the 
court’s help, but a transfer of an interest is necessary in both cases. 
The interest transferred is the right to sell witli or without the 
assistance of the court.

There is a substantial difference between a simple mortgage 
and a charge e. g., a charge cannot be created for a future loan or 
to provide for a future contingency; Madho Misser v. Sidk 
Binaik Upadkya (1), Harjas Eai v. Naura.'iig (2). In the N.-W, 
P. H.^O. Beports case the Judges spoke of a hypothecation, which 
means a pledge and not a mortgage . strictly so called. Here at 
the most there is a charge which does not amount to a mortgage. 
The Transfer of Property Act was drafted by English lawyers who 
had English notions. A charge has been held in England to he 
different from a mortgage, inasmuch as in the former case there is 
no transfer of any property, but only a particular fund is indicated 
out of which the money is payable; Buhhinaon v. Sale (3), 
Tancreed v. Delagoa Bay and East Africa My, Go. (4). The only 
case in which the distinction between a mortgage and a charge hag 
been considered with reference to the provisions of the Transfer of 
property Act is Oovinda Chand/ra Pal v. JDwarka Nath Pal (5), 

Cl) (1887) I. I., B., U Oalo., 687. (8) (1884) 12Q, B. D., 347 (360).
(S) (1909) SA. Ij. y., 220. (4) (1889) S3Q. B.D., m  (242).

(5) (1908) I.L. 3S CJftlo., 837 {848).
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1914 In the cases cited by the appellants, words like arh or 'musktagh- 
rah were to be found, which would show the intention of parties 
was to create something more than a mortgage. In certain cases 
in this Court) even words like aTh and mushtaghrah have been held 
to mean a charge only ; Moti Begam v. Ear Prasad (1), Masuma 
Khatuii V. Tahira Khatun (2). Further, a mere stipulation not to 
trans! er property till the money is paid does not amount to even 
a charge; Bkupal v. Jag Bam  (3). Even a general reference to 
property has been held to make a good mortgage, see e g., liam- 
sidh Pande v. Balgohind (4),

Munshi Gulzari Lai, in reply :—
The practice of this Courfc has always been to treat such 

documeats as mortgages.
RioaARDS, C. J.— This appeal arises out of a suit in which the 

plaintiffs sought, to recover a sum of Ks. 6,000 upon foot of a 
do'^ument, dated the 12th of May, 1884. Es. 7,294 is said to be due 
but only Es. 6,000 is claimed. Extracts of material parts of the 
document have been set forth in the judgement of the learned 
Subordinate Judge. The document itself is somewhat incorrectly 
tran îlated at page 4 of the appellant’s book. It commences by 
reioing that the executant bad borrowed Es. 1,000, and then 
proceeds to refer to certain property. Then there is a covenant 
to repay the amount with interest at the rate of 2 per cent, per 
mensem in 7 months, and that if the executant failed to pay the 
amount at the stipulated period, then, in future, interest should be 
paid at the rate of 2 per cent, per mensem. Finally, there 
is a clause in which the executant undertakes that until repayment 
of the amount he will not transfer the property by sale, mortgage, 
gift or in any other way. There is in no part of the document 
any use of the word ''hypothecate”  or anything equivalent thereto, 
but it is quite possible that there was an accidental omission to 
insert some such word. The defendants pleaded a number of 
defences, including a plea that the document was not sufficient 
to constitute a hj^pothecaLion of the property. There was 
another plea that thfi properiy had been purcliased by the 
contesting defendants at sale on a foot of a prior mortgage.

(1̂  (1912) II A. L. J,. 670, (n) (1879) I.L. K., 2 All. 449
(2) (1913) 11 A. L. S80. (d) (1886) I. L. R., 9 AU., 1S8, ‘
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None of these matters have been gone into by the court below, 
which held the do3ument was nofc a mortgage, and that, therefore, 
the suit was barred by limitation, even i f  the dacnment wag 
sufficient to operate as a charge within the meaning of section 100 
of the Transfer of Property Act.

As already pointed out, the document was executed on the 
12th of May, 1884 No step of any kind has been taken on foot 
of the document until the institution of the present suit, and while 
the court below has not gone into the question of the priority of 
the claim of the answering defendants there can be no doubt they 
purchased at auction sale, and the plaintiffs have waited until the 
debt (if not discharged) has become greater than the value of the 
property. In my opinian, having regard to the words used in the 
document, we ought to hold that it was the intention of the parties 
to the deed to make the property therein mentioned security for 
a loan of Bs. 1,000 and interest. The important question is 
whether or not it consLituted a “ mortgage.” I f  the document is 
not a mortgage within the meaning of section 58 of the Transfer of 
Pronerty Act, then the present suit is barred, and I confess I have 
not much sympathy with the plaintiffs, who did not institufe their 
suit until the very last day of limitation, taking advantage of the 
period of grace allowed by the Limitation Act of 1908. I have 
already pointed out that, whether by accident or otherwise, there is 
an absence of any word equival eat to the word "  hypothecate ” or 
“ mortgage.” There is also no reference to any right of sale in the 
mortgagee. There is merely the mention of the property, a cove
nant to pay the principal, and a covenant not to alienate the pro
perty so long as the principal and interest remain unpaid. Section 
58 of the Transfer of Property Act defines a mortgage as being 
“ a transfer of an interest in specific immovable property for 
the purpose of securing the payment of money, etc. ” “ Mort
gagor ” is defined as being the person who so transfers an interest, 
and “ mortgagee is defined as being the person to whom that interest 
is transferred. Clause fbj defines a simple mortgage in the follow
ing words “ Where, without delivering possession of the mortgage 
ed property, the mortgagor binds himself personally to pay the mort
gage money, and agrees expressly or impliedly, .that in the event 
pf his failure to pay according to the contract, the mortgagee shall
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1914 Tiaye a right to cause the mortgaged property to be sold and the 
proceeds of sale to be applied, so far as may be necessary, in 
payment of themortgage-moneyjthe transaction is called a simple 
mortgage and the mortgagee a simple mortgagee.” It seems to me 
that the meaning of the expression' 'mortgagor” and “mortgagee” 
in clause (h) of section 58 must be in accordance with the definition 
of mortgagor” and “ mortgagee ” given in the very same section 
of the Act. Now I  consider in the present case that there was no 
“ transfer of any interest "  for the purpose of securing the loan by 
Ohaudhri Raj Kumar, the executant of the document sued upon 
in the property mentioned in the deed. I f  this be so, the persons 
in whose favour the document was executed and their representa
tives are not “ simple mortgagees” and the document sued on is not 
a “ mortgage ” within the meaning of clause (h) of section 58. 
Section 100 of the Transfer of Property Act provides as follows: 
“ Where immovable property of one person is by act of parties or 
operation of law made security for the payment of money bo an
other, and the transaction does not amount to a mortgage, the 
latter person Is said to have a charge on the property; and all the 
provisions hereinbefore contained as to a mortgagor shall, so fax 
as may be, apply to the owner of such property, and the provisions 
of sections 81 and 82 and all the provisions hereinbefore 
contained as to a mortgagee instituting a suit for the sale of the 
mortgaged property shall, so far as may be, apply to the pel’son 
having such charge.” I am quite prepared to hold from considera
tion of the terms of the document itself that the parties did intend 
to make the property security for the payment of Es. 1,000, and 
interest, and if they had brought their suit within twelve years from 
the money becoming due, I  would be prepared to hold that the 
plaintiffs were entitled to recover the amount by sale of the pro
perty if there was no other defence.

This was all that was held in the case of Martin v. Pursrawb (1), 
which is no authority as to what constitutes a simple mortgage as 
defined by section 58 of the Transfer of Property Act.

■ It is said that the making of the property liable for the loan 
Is "  a transfer of an interest.” I  cannot follow the reasoning. No

(1) N.-W. P., H. 0. Eep„ 1867, p. 124,



doubt tie making of the property liable for tbe loan creates an I9i4
interest in tlie person in whose favour the document is made, but it Jawahi*
is not a transfer of an interest for the purpose of securing the 
payment.” The transfer of the interest is one thing, the purpose Indomaw. 
for which the transfer is made is another. The absolute owner of 
property may transfer his interest for the purpose of securing a loan, 
so also may the owner of a lease-hold interest transfer that interest, 
or the owner of either of such interest may transfer a right to posses
sion. In all such cases there is a “ transfer of an interest/' I f  the 
mere intention of making the property security for a loan is the 
“ transfer ” of an interest then a charge under section 100 is the 
transfer of an interest also. ^No doubt section 58 is very confusing.
The terms of clause (a) seem to point to the fact that the drafts
man had the idea of an English mortgage in his mind; and yet we 
have in the same section a simple mortgage defined by clause (h), 
and an English mortgage defined by clause fe). It must be ad
mitted also that for many years in these Provinces documents 
which commenced with words '‘ I  hypothecate*' or words equivalent 
thereto, have been regarded as mortgages, la  the present case, 
however, these words are entirely absent, not only from the oper
ative part but also from the description given of the document 
itself at the conclusion.

The importance of the distinction between a mortgage under 
sectioB 58 and a charge under section 100 created by act of parties 
has ceased to be of any importance since the decision of their 
Lordships of the Privy Council, in which it was held that a suit 
for sale on a simple mortgage must be brought within twelve years.
This ruling, if X may say so with great respect, has been and will be 
of the utmost benefit to the people of these Provinces. It was perhaps 
equitable having regard to the previous decisions of this Court as 
to the time within which suits on mortgages might be brought, to 
allow the period of grace provided for by the Limitation Act of 1908, 
though I  fear that the latter enactment has led to the bringing 
forward of very numerous bogus claims.

On the whole I  am of opinion that the decision of the court 
below was correct and ought to be affirmed.

BaneRJI, J.— The question in this case is whether the document 
upon which the suit has been brought is a simple mortgage or not

foE  xxxti.] A tM m sm  sebiss, 20T
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1914 within the meaning of the Transfer of Property Act. In deciding 
this question we should, I think, keep out of consideration the fact 
that the suit is one to enforce a stale claim. The decision of the 
point at issue depends upon the construction of the document 
which is the foundation of the plaintiff’s claim. That document 
is most inarfcistically drawn. The opening portion of it is meaningless 
unless we assume that the person who engrossed the document 
omitted to insert the word "mortgage” or “hypothecate” before the 
description of the property mentioned therein. Otherwise, the 
opening clause of the document is not only ungrammatical but 
unmeaning. Indeed the translator of this court, who has trans
lated the document, has inserted the words “ and have hypothe
cated to the aforesaid persons” in order to give some meaning to 
the clause. In construing a documenb of this kind we should look 
to the intention of the parties, and if that intention can be gathered 
from the document itself, it is our duty to give effect to it. It has 
been held that the mere fact of the omission of the word “ mort
gage ” or of a clause giving the mortgagee the right to bring to 
sale the property which was made security for the debt is not 
sufficient to take the document out of the category of an hypothe
cation. In the case of Martin v. Puraram (1) a document very 
similar to the one before us was held to create a hypothecal ion, and 
in a number of cases decided both before and after the Transfer of 
Property Act by this Court, a document which creates a hypothe
cation of immovable property has been construed to be a simple 
mortgage. The Transfer of Property Act, it has been repeatedly 
held, has only codified what was before its enactment the law 
of mortgage in this country. Section 58, no doubt, provides that 
a mortgage is a transfer of an interest in specific immovable 
property for the purposes of securing the payment of money ad
vanced and for the other purposes mentioned in the section. A  
hypothecation or pledge of specific immovable property is in my 
opinion a transfer of an interest in the property hypothecated or 
pledged. It is a conveyance of a portion ol:‘ the borrower’s interest 
to the lender, because by virtue of it he is. entitled to bring to sale 
the property which is made security for the debt. Every docu
ment by which specific immovable property is made security for

(1) N.-W. p., H. 0 , Rep., 1867, p. 124,
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the repayment of a debt carves out in favour of the mortgagee a 
portion of the borrower’s interest in the property and is thus a 
transfer and a simple mortgage within the meaning of section 58. 
In this country there can be no transfer of interest in the same way 
in which in the case of a mortgage in England the property mort
gaged is conveyed to the mortgagee. In the present instance the 
intention, it seems to me, was clear that the person who had lent 
the money would have a right to realize his money from the pro* 
perty by causing it to be sold. Otherwise the provision in it for
bidding a transfer of the property until the debt was repaid would 
be unmeaning. I hold that the document in this case was intend
ed to be and is a simple mortgage within the meaning of the 
Transfer of Property Act; and, therefore, it cannot be a charge 
within the meaning of section 100 of that Act. A  charge under 
that section arises only when the transaction does not amount to 
a mortgage. In my opinion the view taken by the court below 
is not correct, and the case ought to be remanded to that court for 
trial on the merits.

By t h e  C o u e t  The order of the Court is that the appeal be 
dismissed with costs.

A f f e a l  (M sm ia sed ,

EEYISIONAL CEIMINAL.
B efou  Mr. Justice Myves and Mr. Justice PiggotL 

JAGARNATH SAHU V. PASMESHWAB NABAIN,
Criminal Procedure Code, section 133—Jurisdiction—Channel which may &e 

lawfully used by the jptiblic—Meld over which water from other fields at a 
higher level flows.
SeU  that a field, wbich. is on. a lower level tbaa tha ad joining feMs and 

over wliioli tlie sarplus water of those adjoirung fields used to flow into a iauk, 
even if it oould be described as a ohannel, is not suoh a channel as had been or 
could lawfully be used by the public, and action cannot be taken undar seotioa 
183 of the Code oi Criminal Procedure, for the Kemoval of any obstruction 
from it.

Jhufinu Singh v. Mata Auiar (1 ) and Ift re Maharana Shri Jastoatsangji 
Fatesm gji, (2) referred to. Umperor v. Bharosa Pathah (3) and Zaffer ^awab  
V. Emperor (4) distinguished.

• Criminal Revision No, 1083 of 1913 from an order of Suraj ITath Singh, 
Magistrate, first class, of Deorisj, dated the 27th of October, 1913.

(1) Weekly Notes, 1906, p. 190. (3) (1912) I. L. R*. 34 AU, SiS.
(2) (1897) L  L. E., 22 Bom., 988. (4) (1904) I. L. B.. 82 Oalo„ 930.
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